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Royal Society: Science as an Open Enterprise (2012)   [1] 
!  Open enquiry has been at the heart of science since the 
first scientific journals were printed in the  
seventeenth century. …  
 
!  Science's capacity for  
self-correction comes 
from this openness to  
scrutiny and challenge. 
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Openess in the 17th Century 
Hooke, published  
his law  
 
1676 by anagram 
„ceiiinossssttuv“ 
 
1678 in booklet 
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Modern Science is based on data  
– since Renaissance! 
!  1606 - 1618: Kepler‘s Laws  
!  reduced Tycho Brahe‘s quality data  
!  1684 – 1687 Newton De Motu – Principia 
!  explained (!) Kepler‘s laws 
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Reproducibility 
!  “Reducing waste from incomplete or unusable reports 
of biomedical research” The Lancet (2014) 
!  “… studies of published trial reports showed that …  
40–89% were non-replicable” 
!  Required solution is publishing and linking all 
text, data, software …  
!  Making data available on request is out (PLoS);  
It has been shown over and over that requests 
are not honoured. 
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The Lancet article (2014) offered a long laundry list of 
“Components of study documentation” to be published: 
 
1 The protocol and related documents, such as details 
submitted for study registration 
3 Supplementary materials, such as education materials 
for patients, clinician training resources, and videos 
7 The primary data, data manuals, and statistical code for 
analyses 
9 Reliable and stable bidirectional linkages between all 
these elements 
Open Science Challenge #1 
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PLoS Data Policy (2014) 
!  Refusal to share data and related metadata and methods in 
accordance with this policy will be grounds for rejection.  
!  PLOS journal editors encourage researchers to contact 
them if they encounter difficulties in obtaining data … .  
!  If restrictions on access to data come to light after 
publication, we reserve the right to post a correction, to 
contact the authors' institutions and funders, or in extreme 
cases to retract the publication. 
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The Dangers of Working in Closed Silos –  
 „Does computation threaten the scientific method?“ 
!  „using the same processed data from eight other companies, the 
same algorithms in the  
same programming  
language, using the 
same input data,  
just 
coded independently 
!  L.Hatton, A. Giordani 
ISGTW 
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„an expert advisor“ 
„guiding cancer doctors  
... to better diagnoses“ 
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“[Researchers would prefer] just 
one point of access to all data, 
which would be simple to use and 
‘fool proof’.”  
 
But she suspects it is wishful 
thinking to ask for Google-like 
simplicity when one looks for  
“chlorophyll data in the Atlantic at 
200 meters depth” 
Karin Lochte  (2011) 
(Alfred Wegener Institute  
for Polar and Marine Research) 
ODE „Tales“ 
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The „economic“ case: Primary data made available 
doubles the amount of knowledge gained 
!  Hubble Space Telescope 
data  
!  ENCODE  
(“Human Genome 2.0”)  
  “clumsy etiquette-based 
restrictions” … “starting to 
show their age and a lack 
of clarity”   
Birney, The making of ENCODE, Nature 
2012, doi:10.1038/489049a    
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Funders‘ Policies (1) 
!  NSF Post Award Requirements 
  Investigators are expected to share with other 
researchers, at no more than incremental cost and 
within a reasonable time, the primary data, samples, 
… 
  in a form that protects the privacy of individuals and 
subjects involved. General adjustments and, where 
essential, exceptions to this sharing expectation may 
be specified by the funding NSF Program or Division/
Office for a particular field or discipline … 
 
(http://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/dmp.jsp) 
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Funders‘ Policies (2) 
!  NSF Proposal Preparation Instructions (Jan 2013) 
Proposals / PIs’ CVs must contain:  
  “A list of: (i) up to five products most closely related 
to the proposed project; … 
Acceptable products must be citable and accessible 
including but not limited to publications, data sets, 
software, patents, and copyrights.” 
  “Plans for data management and sharing of the 
products of research. … no more than two pages”. 
!  see San Francisco declaration … DFG: “Quality not 
Quantity” 
www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappguide/nsf13001/gpg_2.jsp#IIC2fic 
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Status of compliance with Berlin Declaration 
!  We have (2015) ca.  
  20-30% OA to articles 
  1% to data (with disciplinary exceptions!) 
!  Why is appealing to researchers,  
citing the public good, not sufficient? 
!  As long as there is (perceived) risk and/or cost, 
but no rewards for compliance … 
!  Now, funders are getting out the sledgehammer 
  Netherlands: 60% by 2016 or else … 
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2013: CO above Troll Station, Original Data 
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200 Data References ? 
A huge work to find, assess, 
collate (quality) data; 
 
24 out of 43 text pages are 
source data references! 
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The data are out there 
Reviewer: „no effort appears to have been made to engage the 
specialist scientists who have spent months or years at sea 
collecting such data. “ - not knowing that: 
 
Authors asked 164 potential contributors  – got answer from 13! 
  Does citation already work as an incentive? 
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2012: Nature Climate Change, ESSD and CDIAC - interlinked 
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Open Science Challenge #2 
!  Trusted Environments for Protected Data  
  Science Europe Roadmap (2013):  
  “Identify where protected environments, or ‘safe 
havens’, for data are necessary, and promote the 
creation of policies, technical concepts and, 
ultimately, safe infrastructure for such cases.” 
  patient (health) data and proprietary data, …, are of 
crucial interest … balance of all ethical 
considerations … ensure trust amongst all 
stakeholders, including the public and researchers …
privacy, confidentiality and consent are respected … 
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RDA Data Citation WG - Making Dynamic Data 
Citable 
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The Imperative(s): Pro and Contra  
!  Ethics: e.g., protecting privacy vs. saving lifes;  
protecting Ph.D. students vs. taxpayer Euros 
!  Good scientific practise: Openness and reproducibility 
at the heart of research (ethical limits apply…) 
!  Law: copyright vs. freedom of information acts  
vs. data protection vs. … 
!  Contracts and licenses: funders, project partners, 
publishers,… 
=> Develop practises “easy” to comply with  
=> Don’t sign contracts without some serious thinking! 
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The Status Quo 
!  Socio-cultural change is on the way  
  Need for change/quality is recognized (R.Soc./Lancet)  
  PLoS, Nature, … data policies 
  NSF/EC “5 products” rule offers “rewards” and  
the way out of the metrics dungeon 
!  “Technical” challenges remain, e.g. 
  Persistent repositories for computer code etc. 
  Quality assessment for data, software, “protocols” ... 
  Bidirectional linking of everthing open … (b-LEO) 
  Trusted environments for protected data … 
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ToDo‘s (1) 
!  Researchers need to develop (new) best practises 
  What to share when (Embargo timing) 
  No “legal tricks” (licenses) to enforce good scientific 
practise 
  Identify best repository and dissemination strategies 
(just as they do with journals and publishers) 
=> have a plan! 
  Develop skills - and careers! - in data management 
and scientific programming (“Data Scientist”)  
=> role of universities!! 
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ToDo‘s (2) 
!  Funders need to develop rules for funding and 
assessment 
  Require Open Products (articles, data, software) 
  Require data management plans 
  Abandon metrics, require 5 products (per person) 
    
  Fund (new) information infrastructures: 
!  In part (semi-)permanently (as with libraries) 
!  In part through projects’ data management funding 
!  In part through competitive R&D funding for innovation 
